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Abstract 
Prest, M., Ph. Rothmaler and M. Ziegler, Extensions of elementary duality, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 93 (1994) 33356. 
Elementary duality of pp-formulas for modules is extended to certain infinitary formulas and 
theories. Examples are given indicating the limits of such an extension. Some applications to 
absolutely pure and flat modules are made. Also considered are the extension of elementary duality 
to abelian structures and the relationship of elementary duality with a duality defined on categories 
of finitely presented functors from finitely presented modules to abehan groups. 
Introduction 
Elementary duality (for which see [S] and [8]) has proved to be a very useful 
model-theoretically defined duality connecting right and left modules over the same 
ring. In this paper we extend this duality in some directions and also connect it with 
a duality on functor categories. 
In the first section, we say how to extend elementary duality to categories of 
“abelian structures” in the sense of Fisher [3]: this is likely to be useful since in 
a number of contexts (for example, representations of quivers and structure of models 
of stable theories) it is abelian structures rather than modules as such which arise 
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naturally. When appropriately interpreting right and left modules (over a fixed ring) 
as abelian structures (of the same type), not only does one recover elementary duality 
of modules from this more general duality but, moreover, the class of all left modules 
turns out to be exactly the dual of that of all right ones. 
In the second section, we show, following a comment of Auslander, that elementary 
duality of modules is connected with a duality on functor categories by a ker- 
nel/cokernel relationship. 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to considering the extent to which elemen- 
tary (that is, “first-order”) duality of modules may be extended to infinitary formulas. 
(Partly we could do this more generally for abelian structures, however we apply this 
only to modules.) 
In the third section we define the natural extension of elementary duality to 
infinitary formulas and identify those formulas (“closed formulas”), equivalently the 
properties that they define, for which the duality behaves well. 
In the case of elementary duality, one defines the dual of a pp-formula and then 
extends this definition to various associated objects, in particular (see [S]), one can 
define a good notion of dual of a complete first-order theory of right modules (it is 
a complete first-order theory of left modules). The situation for the (infinitary) theories 
defined by closed formulas is by no means so good. For example, we must pay 
attention to the particular way in which such a theory is axiomatised by closed 
formulas. In the fourth section we prove some positive results and also indicate some 
boundaries by counter-examples. Throughout the fourth section, the “dual” notions 
of absolutely pure and flat figure as the prime examples and we find that our infinitary 
duality allows brief proofs of some old results on such modules. 
As for prerequisites, we assume a basic knowledge of elementary duality, and for 
this the first few sections of [S] will suffice. 
1. Elementary duality for abelian structures 
An ahelian structure is a many-sorted structure M: it consists of a family of abelian 
groups Mi (one for each sort i E I) and a family of additive relations defined between 
them, i.e., the relations are subgroups of finite direct sums of some of the Mi. The 
language L of M specifies the set I of all sorts and has for each sort a constant symbol 
0, function symbols + and - and it has a set of sorted relation symbols. A left 
R-module RM can be considered as the abelian group M together with the subgroup 
S,(M) = {(m, rm): m E Ml of M2 for each r E R. For right modules MR we choose the 
subgroup S,(M) to be {( - mr, m): m E M}, for reasons which will become clear in 
Section 1.3. By this interpretation positive primitive (pp) formulas of L, that is, 
existentially quantified finite conjunctions of atomic formulas, correspond to the usual 
pp-formulas in modules. 
Clearly a pp-formula cp of L defines in M a subgroup q(M) of the Cartesian product 
of those of the Mi which correspond to the free variables of cp. If cp and Ic/ are 
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pp-formulas with the same free variables then cp A $ defines in M the intersection of 
cp(M) and $(M). The sum q(M) + $(M) can also be defined by an appropriate 
pp-formula, denoted by cp + $, as is easily seen. These operations turn the set of 
pp-formulas with the same free variables into a lattice if one identifies those which are 
equivalent, i.e., those which define the same subgroups in all abelian L-structures. In 
this lattice cp < $ if and only if cp implies $ in all abelian L-structures. 
Let R be a ring. Since [S] we know that any pp-formula cp for right (left) 
R-modules has a dual, Dq, a pp-formula for left (right) R-modules with the same free 
variables. D defines an anti-isomorphism between the lattices of pp formulas (with 
a fixed sequence of free variables) for left and right R-modules. Moreover, D2 = 1. 
We will extend this duality to abelian structures in such a way that elementary 
duality of modules is recovered. 
1.1. Quiver representations 
First we transfer elementary duality from modules to quiver representations. 
A quiver Q is a directed graph (possibly with multiple edges). A representation (over Z) 
of a quiver consists of an abelian group H, for each vertex v of the quiver and, for each 
directed edge, a homomorphism between the corresponding groups. Consider the 
language L(Q) which has a sort for every vertex of Q, a constant symbol 0 and function 
symbols + and - for each of these sorts, and for each arrow an (appropriately 
sorted) function symbol. Any representation of the quiver Q can be considered as an 
L(Q)-structure in a natural way. 
To each quiver Q one associates a ring R which is generated by elements represent- 
ing the arrows and by idempotents e, for each vertex v such that the left modules over 
R are in a natural l-l correspondence with the representations of Q. The module 
M(H) corresponding to a quiver representation H is the direct sum of the abelian 
groups at the vertices with the obvious action of the generators of R (an arrow with 
source v acts as zero on all other components). 
Every L(Q)-formula 9(x1, . . ,x,) has a translation to a formula qR(xl, . . . , x,) in the 
language RL of left R-modules such that for every quiver representation H and 
elements ai from H,,, cp(al, . . , a,,) holds in H if and only if cpR(al, . . ,a,,) holds in 
M(H). To obtain a translation we simply replace every occurrence of a variable x of 
sort v by the term e,x. Note that pp-formulas translate to pp-formulas. 
This implies that elementarily equivalent R-modules have elementarily equivalent 
quiver representations. The converse is also true even though not all R-sentences 
translate to L(Q)-sentences if the quiver is infinite. For example, the R-sentence saying 
that every element of M is divisible by 2 should be translated to a statement saying 
that all H,s are divisible by 2 which cannot be expressed by a single sentence in our 
sorted language if Q is infinite. On the other hand, if $(x1, . , x,) is a pp-formula from 
RL and we specify a sorting of the free variables, then $ is a translation of some 
pp-formula cp. 
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The dual quiver Q of Q is the quiver with the same vertices and edges as Q but the 
directions of the arrows reversed. The ring associated to Q is RoP. Thus the quiver 
representations of Q” correspond to right R-modules. 
Given a pp-formula cp in L(Q), we define a dual of cp to be an L(Q)-formula Dq such 
that D(cpR) is a translation of Dq, where D(cp,) denotes the elementary dual of (Pi in the 
sense of [S]. Note that D(cp,) is a pp-formula in LR, the language of right R-modules. 
The properties of elementary duality for modules mentioned in the beginning easily 
carry over to this case, i.e., D defines an anti-isomorphism between corresponding 
lattices of pp-formulas and D2 = 1. 
Lemma 1.1. Every pp-formula cp in L(Q) has (up to logical equivalence) a unique dual 
Dq in L(Q), which can be computed from cp using the following rules. 
(0) DI,!J depends on the variables we have in mind and should actually be written as 
D x,, . . . . r.. $, where th e ree variables of $ occur among the x1, . . . ,x,. For m I n f 
we have 
D XI, ..,x.$(XI, . ..>%?I) 
= (Dx ,,,.._ x,$(xl, . . . . x,)) A x,+1 = Or\ ... AX, = 0. 
(1) D(f(xJ = ~2)) = (f(xz) = - xl)f or every function symbol f from the language. 
(2) D(CUiXi = 0) = (3yMixi = yai) (UiEZ). 
(3) D($I A ... A$J = D$l + ... + D$k. 
(4) D(3x1 $(x1> . . ..x.)) = (D$)(O, ~2, . . . ,xJ. 
Note that every pp-formula in L(Q) is equivalent to a formula of the form 
$, where $ is a finite conjunction of formulas of the form f (zl) = z2 and 
Proof. We first show that Dqr is uniquely determined, the problem being that a trans- 
lation qR(xl, . . . ,x,) of cp(Xl, . ..) x,) is not uniquely determined up to equivalence. 
Only the formula cpR(eIxl, . . . ,e,x,) is unique where ei is the idempotent which 
corresponds to the sort of xi. Thus we have to prove the following fact. 
Claim. Let eI, . . . , e, be idempotents in a ring R and $i = D~i(X1, . . . ,x,) for i = 1,2. 
ffcpI(eIxI, . . ..enx.)andcp2(erxr, . . . . ,, ,, e x ) are equivalent, then also $,(xrer, , x,e,) 
and $C/z(x,e,, . . . , x,e,) are equivalent. 
To save notation we assume n = 1. By the hypothesis 
holds in all left R-modules. Elementary duality yields that 
tJ x ($2(x) + $I(x) + be = 0)) 
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is true in all right R-modules, which implies 
v x @4x A $2(x) + $Ax)). 
By [S] the dual of a pp-formula from RL can be computed by the same rules as 
above, where (1) is omitted and we allow the ai in (2) to run over all ring elements. This 
yields immediately (0), (2), (3) and (4). (1) follows from the fact that for modules the 
dual of r’xl = x2 is - x1 = x2r (which easily follows from (2)). 0 
Now let L be a language of abelian structures. We associate the following quiver 
Q with it. As vertices we take u, for any finite tuple s from I, the set of sorts, and vi, 
v,$ for every relation symbol S. For each s = (iI, . . . , i,) we have arrows psk : Vi* + u, and 
71sk1vs+ uikt and two arrows ai : vi -+ us and us’ : v, + vi for each S of type s. 
An abelian L-structure M gives rise to a representation H(M) of Q by setting 
H,~=@kMi~,wheres=(iI ,..., i,),H “; = S and H,; = H,/S. The arrows are inter- 
preted as the natural inclusion and projection maps. For the dual quiver Q we have 
the obvious “dual” representation E?(M). Let TQ (resp. To) be the elementary theory 
axiomatising the representations of Q (resp. 0) that are obtained in this way. One can 
easily calculate that To is the dual of T,. 
Any L-formula cp(xI, . . . ,x,) has a straightforward translation to an Le-formula ‘pp 
(resp. an Lo-formula cpg) which has the same meaning in H(M) (resp. in I?(M)) that 
cp has in M. One only has to replace every subformula S(xI, . . . ,x,) by 
&%1x1 + ... + psnx,) = 0 (a~(r~,~x~ + ... + rc,,x,) = 0, resp.) where s = (iI, . . . ,i,) 
and ik is the sort of xk. Since one can also translate Lp-formulas back to L-formulas, 
we can define the dual Dq of a pp-formula in L by 
Again the properties of duality carry over, i.e. D defines anti-automorphisms of the 
lattices of pp-formulas of L with the same free variables and 0’ = 1. 
Lemma 1.2. The dual of a pp-formula from L can be computed using thefollowing rules. 
(0) 4, . . . . x,$(x1, .. ..x.) 
= (Dx~,..., x,Wl, . . ..x.)) A x,+1 = Or\ ... AX, = o (m I n). 
(1) Wh, . . . ,x,)) = S(xI, . ,x,) for every relation symbol S. 
(2) D(Caixi = 0) = (3ymixi = yai) (a;EZ). 
(3) D($I A ... A&) = D$l + .‘. + D$k. 
(4) D(~xI $@I, . . . 7x,)) = (D$)(O, x2, . . . ,x,J. 
Proof. Everything follows immediately from Lemma 1.1 except clause (1). Here we 
have to show that To F D(S&Sp. Using Lemma 1.1 we see that D(SQ) is equivalent to 
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3y( /& Psk ai y = xk). Since in models of T,-, u% embeds S into Hvs and the psk are the 
projection maps from Hvs to H,,,, this formula says that (xi, . . . , x,) belongs to S. 0 
In the following we use tuples to denote both, row and column vectors. The 
particular meaning should be clear from the context. 
Corollary 1.3. Let q(X) be the pp-formula 
3j,i& . . . . ?k_, (A% + By + CoZo + “’ + Ck_l?k_l = 6 A wj,,Sj(Fj)), 
where A, B and the Cj are integer valued-matrices with n rows and the Sj are relation 
symbols from L. 
Then the dual Dq(X) is 3% (X = aA A GB = 0 A lX\j~k Sj(WCj)), where G is an n-tuple. 
Proof. Let D’ denote Di,y,ro, , ., z,_, and let $ be the system of equations 
~4% + BJ + C$$, + .‘. + Ck-1i$-l = O. Further, let tii, bi, cji be the rows of A, B, Cj, 
resp., and $i the equation Zi.% + &y + CjCjiZj = 0. 
By (0) and (1) of Lemma 1.2, D’Sj(Zj) is 
Sj(Zj) A X = 0 A y = 0 A Nj i i Zj = b. 
_ - 
Further, by (2), D’tji is 3wi(X = wiiii A j = wi& A wjxkZj = wicji). Then, since $ is the 
conjunction of the i//i, its dual D’$ is, by (3), 
3W0, . . ..W._1 (X=Ci<,WiaiAy=Ci<,Wibi ANj<kZj=Ci<nwiCji), 
Letting W = (wO, . , w,_J this is the same as 
3W (X = wA A y = wB A ~j<k Zj = WCj). 
Invoking (3) again we obtain that D’($ A wj<k Sj(Zj)) iS 
3W,Vo, . . ..Vk_l (X=wA+CjUAy=wB+Cja 
A nr\j (Zj = WCj + Uj A Sj(Vj))). 
Finally, using (4) we see that Dq is 
3w, vo, . . ..&_I (X = via A O = wB A ~j(~ = WCj + Vj A S,(Gj))), 
which is equivalent to 3G (X = GA A GB = 0 A nr\j<k Sj(WCj)), as desired. 0 
This yields an explicit expression for the dual of an arbitrary pp-formula from L, for 
every such is equivalent to one of the form given. 
1.2. Tensor products 
Let M = (Mi) and N = (Ni) be abelian structures of the same type. We call a family 
b = (bi) of bilinear maps from Mi x Ni to an abelian group A a bilinear map from 
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M x N to A. Such a family b extends in a natural way to bilinear forms on products of 
corresponding direct sums, for example to a bilinear map from (M, @M,) x (N,@N,) 
to A. The bilinear map b is called admissible if b(m, n) = 0 for all m and II which belong 
to corresponding relations S. The tensor product M@N is an abelian group with 
a universal admissible bilinear map @ from M x N to M@ N 
If M is a right R-module and N is a left R-module (considered as abelian structures) 
then M@N is just the usual tensor product of modules since for a bilinear map 6, 
m&n = n&rn is equivalent to ( - mr, m&n, rn) = 0. Also, if we proceed from 
M and N to the corresponding quiver representations then the tensor product of the 
resulting modules is nothing other than the tensor product we have defined. Giving 
a description of the dual of an L-formula using tensor products, the next lemma tells 
us that duality is a natural notion. 
Lemma 1.4. Let M and N be abelian structures of the same type, cp a pp-formula. Then 
(1) Dq(M) = {uEM~u@~(N) = 0 in MaNfor all N}, 
(2) a@b = 0 in M@N ifs a E Dq(M) and b E q(N) for some pp-formula cp. 
(Note that in fact we mean tuples a from the diflerent sorts of M which correspond to 
sorts of the free variables of cp.) 
Proof. The lemma is known for modules (see [S]). The translation of L-formulas to 
RL-formulas (resp L,-formulas), where R is the ring which corresponds to the 
associated quiver, preserves duality. Hence it is enough to show that the translation of 
abelian structures to left (resp. right) R-modules translates the tensor product to the 
classical tensor product between left and right R-modules. This can easily be verified. 
At the quiver stage the following notion of tensor product occurs. 
Let H be a representation of Q and H” be a representation of Q. Then the tensor 
product is a universal family b = (b,) of admissible bilinear maps from H,@E?, to an 
abelian group HOE?. Here b is called admissible if for all arrows a from u to w in 
H and all x E H,, z E I??, we have a(x)@z = x@a(w). 0 
Another approach to elementary duality for abelian structuresPavoiding the 
detour via quiver representationsPwould be to take property (1) as a definition. The 
first step would then be to verify that Dq is in fact a pp-formula of L. 
I .3. Character duals 
In analogy with the concept of character module we define the character dual of 
abelian structures as follows. 
Suppose M is an abelian L-structure living on the abelian groups Mi (one for each 
sort i E I of L). Let C be an injective cogenerator in the category of all abelian groups 
(typically C = O/Z). Given an abelian group A, let A* denote the group Horn&t, C) 
of homomorphisms from A to C (written on the left). Define the character dual 
(with respect to C) of M to be th e o f 11 owing abelian L-structure M*. The universe 
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of M* consists of the MT (i EL), and given a relation S = S(x,,, . . . ,x,_ I) from L 
whose variable Xi is of sort ij (j < n), S(M*) is the set of n-tuples 
(fo, . . ..fn-l)~(Mio)* x ... X(Mi,_,)* such that Cj<nfj(mj) = 0 for all 
(me, ...,m,_l)ES(M). 
It is easily checked that for an R-module M, M* is the usual character module (an 
R-module on the other side, cf. Section 4.2). This is an instance of why - on the level 
of abelian structures - we chose to regard the language RL of left R-modules and the 
language LR of right R-modules as versions of the same (one-sorted) language 
L = {S,: r E R} and why we interpret the relations S, differently instead, depending on 
whether we deal with left or with right modules. 
Given subgroups Aj of Mij (resp. (Mij)*), j < n, we define the orthogonal comp- 
lement A’ of A = A0 x ... x A,_ 1 to be the set of all 6in (M,)* x ... x (Mi,_ ,)* (resp. 
Mi, x ... x Min_ ,) such that 6.A = 0 (resp. A.6 = 0); here we use the notational 
convention that if fi = (m,, . . , m,_ 1) is an n-tuple from M and f= (fO, . . . , fn_ 1) is 
one from M*, sorted the same way, thenffi should stand for Cj<nfj(mj) and similarly 
for the action on sets. For such sorted subgroups A, B of M we always have A” = A 
and therefore A & B iff B1 c A’-. 
Lemma 1.5. Let M be an abelian structure and cp a pp-formula. Then 
(q(M))’ = Dq(M*) and q(M) = (D&M*))‘. 
Proof. Using the injectivity of C it is not hard to verify that 1 satisfies (OH4) from 
Lemma 1.2 and thus coincides with D. Cl 
In modules every elementary statement is equivalent to a boolean combination of 
statements about indices of pp-definable subgroups in each other, that is, statements 
of the form (cp :$) < n (this meaning that the index of the subgroup defined by II/ A cp 
has index < n in that defined by cp), where cp and $ are one-placed pp-formulas. As 
noticed in [ 123 the proof of this fact goes through for abelian structures as well, where 
of course the free variables of cp and that of $ have to be of the same sort. We define 
the dual of such an index sentence (cp: tj) < n (for abelian structures) to be 
(D$ : Dq) < n. The dual of any boolean combination of index sentences is the corres- 
ponding boolean combination of the duals. We define the dual, DT, of a first-order 
theory T to be the theory axiomatised by the duals of the axioms of T. Thus DDT is 
equivalent to T. 
Proposition 1.6. Let C = Q/Z. M is a model of T ifsM* is a model of DT. Hence T is 
consistent ifSDT is. Moreover, DT is defined independently from the axiomatisation of T. 
Proof. Using D2T = T the proposition is immediate from the first statement. For the 
first statement we have to show that 
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for all one-place pp-formulas cp and $, where for two cardinals A and K, A- K means 
that 2 and K are both infinite or equal. 
This follows from Lemma 1.5 and the fact that IB/AI - IA’/B’-J for arbitrary 
subgroups A and B of an abelian group M. To see this latter fact note first that 
(B/A)* N (_4’/B’) - here we need only that C is injective - and that IGI - IG*l for 
any abelian group G if C is actually Q/Z. 0 
Now we only know that the dual of an arbitrary sentence is well defined, for it does 
not depend on the particular equivalent boolean combination chosen. 
Specifying this to modules we obtain an elementary proof of the consistence of DT 
for T a consistent theory of modules, as proved by Herzog [S] using the Ziegler 
spectrum. 
Corollary 1.7. For C = Q/Z, the canonical embedding of M in M** is an elementary 
embedding. 
Proof. By the above, M** is elementarily equivalent to M. So it remains to show that 
the canonical embedding of M in M ** is pure (cf. [lo]), i.e., that - identifying M with 
its canonical image in M** - we have q(M**) A M = q(M) for every pp-formula cp. 
This is the case since cp(M**) is the orthogonal complement of Dq(M) in M**, and 
q(M) is that of Dq(M*) in M. 0 
Remark 1.8. (1) Given pp-formulas q(X) and t/(X), the dual of the sentence 
VX (q(X) + $(X)) is VX (D$(X) + &7(X)). 
(2) The theory of right R-modules considered as abelian structures is the dual of the 
theory of left R-modules. The dual of an .L-formula agrees with its dual in the sense of 
abelian structures. 
Proof. (1) This is immediate in case of one-place formulas, for then Vx (cp + II/) 
is the index sentence (cp: $) 5 1. Even though in our terminology VX(cp(X) + $(X)) is 
not an index sentence if X has length greater than 1, we still get that its dual is 
VX (D+(X)+ (&p(X)): by Proposition 1.6 (and the fact that 0’ = l), a sentence (or 
theory) g is the dual of the sentence (or theory) z if and only if 
M+=z iff M*+o. 
Now it is immediate from Lemma 1.5 that 
M + VX (cp(X) + I+@)) iff M* k VX (D$(X) + Dq@)). 
(2) Let L = {S,: r E R}. Modulo the theory of all abelian L-structures, the theory of 
left R-modules is axiomatised by the sentences 
v’x 3Y w, Y) 
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(notice, these are equivalent to the sentences Vx (x = x + 3y Sr(x, y))) and the sentences 
\JY WA Y) + Y = 01, 
vx, Y, z G(X> Y) A SSCG 4 + &+s 6% Y + z)), 
vx, Y> z Cw Y) A SAY, 4 -+ & 6% 4). 
Even though sentences of the third and the fourth form are not index sentences, we 
know from (1) (and the rules in Lemma 1.2) that the duals of these axioms are 
Vx(S,(x,O) + x = O), 
VY (Y = Y + 3.x SAX, Yh 
v’x, Y, Z (Sr+s(X, Y) A Y = Z + jUu(X = u + V A &(u, Y) A s,(V, Z))), 
VX, Y, Z &r(X, Z) A Y = 0 + 30 (Sk V) A s, ( - V, Z)))> 
respectively. A straightforward calculation shows that these axiomatise the theory of 
right R-modules, considered as abelian structures as described above. This proves the 
first statement. 
Since the (0) and (2H4) from Lemma 1.2 hold, mutatis mutandis, for modules, we 
have to check the second statement only for formulas of the form rxl = x2. This 
formula appears in abelian structures in the form &(x1, x2), with dual $(x1, x2). But 
for abelian structures coding right R-modules this latter formula means x1 = - xzr, 
which indeed is the usual (module-theoretic) dual of rxl = x2. 0 
2. Two dualities on functors 
The functors referred to are (additive) functors from the category of finitely pres- 
ented (left) R-modules, which we denote by R-mod, to the category of abelian groups, 
which we denote by Ab. The category of all such functors (with natural transforma- 
tions as the morphisms) is denoted (R-mod, Ab). 
Given any pp-formula cp = cp(xr, . . . , x,) in the language for left R-modules there 
is a corresponding functor F, E(R-mod, Ab) which is defined on objects by 
F,(M) = q(M) and which is defined on morphisms by restriction. This makes sense 
because q(M) is always an abelian group and since R-module morphisms preserve the 
truth of pp-formulas. The functor F, clearly is a subfunctor of the nth power &R, -)” of 
the forgetful functor: F, I (RR, -)” N (RRn, -). 
It is well known, and not difficult to verify, that functors of the form F, are finitely 
presented. Recall that the representable functors (M, -) for ME R-mod are precisely 
the finitely generated projective objects of (R-mod, Ab), that a functor F is finitely 
generated if there is an exact sequence (M, -) -+ F --f 0 and that F is finitely presented if 
the kernel of any such map onto F is finitely generated, equivalently if there is an exact 
sequence 
(M’,-)+(M,-)+F+O. 
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In order to obtain all finitely presented functors in (R-mod, Ab) it is necessary only 
to form all quotients F,/F, where q, $ are pp-formulas in the same number of free 
variables. In some sense then, we may identify the objects of (R-mod, Ab)fp - the full 
subcategory of finitely presented functors - with pp-formulas in Teq where T denotes 
the largest theory of left R-modules (alternatively with the sorts in Herzog’s R-MoSq). 
The first duality referred to in the heading is our elementary duality D which, by the 
above comments and [S], may be regarded as defined on the objects of (R-mod, Ab)fp. 
The second duality, denoted 6, is truly a duality in the category-theoretic sense 
-that is, a functor from ((R-mod, Ab)fP)“P to (mod-R, Ab)fP. It is defined on objects as 
follows. 
If F E (R-mod, Ab)‘” then 6F is defined by 6F(NR) = (F, IV,@-) ~ the abelian group 
of all natural transformations from F to NO-. If z : F + G is a natural transformation 
then 67 : (G, NO-) + (F, NO-) is defined by &(p) = pz. It is known (see [4, 5.61 and 
Cl]), and may readily be checked, that 6 is indeed a duality in the functorial sense. 
It was suggested by Auslander to one of the authors that there should not be two 
different natural dualities connecting these categories of functors and, indeed, we show 
that these two dualities lie in a kernel/cokernel relationship. 
Theorem 2.1. For everyjnitely presented subfunctor F of (nR”, -) (equivalently, since 
the category (R-mod, Ab) is coherent,$nitely generated subjiinctor of (RRn, -)) there is 
an exact sequence 
O-+DF+(R,,-)+6F+O. 
More generally, for every pair G s F offs. subfunctors of a finite power of the forgetful 
functor there is a natural isomorphism 
6(F/G) Y DGJDF. 
Proof. We will be content to establish these relationships but considerably more may 
be said, for which see [2]. In the proof we will make use of the fact that 6 is a duality in 
the category-theoretic sense. 
We begin with the case of a finitely generated subfunctor of (a power of the) 
forgetful functor (RRn, -). It is easy to see (e.g. [S, 12.21) that such a functor has the 
form F, for some pp-formula cp in n free variables. Let a9 EC, be a free realisation of cp, 
that is, C, is a finitely presented module and the pp-type of the tuple tiV in C, is 
generated by cp (cf. just before Proposition 3.1). Identifying the tuple 2, with the 
corresponding morphism from R” to C,, we have the induced morphism of functors 
(a,, -) : (C,, -I+ W’, -1 
(which takes f E (C,, M) to fZ, E M” N (R”, M)). The image of this morphism is just F,. 
Applying the duality 6 to the exact sequence of functors 
0 + F, + (R”, -) + (R”, -)/F, + 0 
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we obtain the exact sequence of functors in (mod-R, Ab)fP 
0 + d((R”, -)/F,) + &Rn, -) = (RR”, -) -+ 6F, + 0. 
Similarly, applying 6 to the exact sequence 
(C,, -) -+ (R”, -) + (R”, -)lF, + 0 
where the first map is (a,, -), we obtain the exact sequence 
0 --+ d((R”, -)/F,) -, (R:, -) + d(C,, 4. 
Now it is easily checked that (Rk, -) N -OR, that 6(C,, -) N -@C, and that 
a(&+,, -) N -@a,. But the kernel of this last map is FD, [S] and hence we obtain the 
exact sequence 
O-+FDIp+(R”,-)+dF;,-,O 
where the maps are the “natural” ones. In order to extend this to all finitely presented 
functors F,/F,, where F, I F, I (R”, -), consider the following diagram with exact 
sequences and commutative triangles. 
Since the composition F,, -+ (R”, -) + 6F, is zero, there is a factorisation 
T : F,, + 6(F,,ti). A little diagram-chasing shows that z is actually onto and has kernel 
F,,, and so we deduce c~(F,,~) N FDJI/FDPr as claimed. 0 
3. Duality for infinitary formulas 
In Section 2 we saw that, given a pp-formula 50 for left R-modules, there is 
a corresponding functor F, defined on the category R-Mod of all left R-modules (in 
fact, there we concentrated on its restriction to R-mod) and the dual formula Dq 
defines a “dual” functor FD,+, on Mod-R. Using the tensor product characterisation of 
the dual formula Dcp we can generalise this and associate to every subfunctor F of the 
forgetful functor on R-Mod a “dual” functor DF. In fact, we need not even start with 
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functors (though we are soon led to them). Let P be any property which elements of 
left R-modules can have. The dual property DP is then defined as follows. 
For every right R-module M define DP(M) to be the set of all elements 
a of M such that a@P(N) = 0 (in M@N) for every left R-module N. 
This clearly gives a functor DP. We want to describe the properties which are of the 
form DP or, equivalently, the properties P which satisfy D2P = P. (All that we do 
holds, mutatis mutandis, for properties of n-tuples from a module.) Let us call such 
properties closed. 
In order to formulate our result we introduce some notation. If Cpi(X) (ill) is 
a family of pp-formulas, we denote by CqXx) or, more correctly, (xvi)(x), the 
(possibly) infinitary disjunction of pp-formulas which says that x can be written as 
a sum of elements which satisfy some of the Cpi. 
To every pp-type, which we identify with the conjunction Ai Cpi of the formulas in 
it, there corresponds the functor which is the intersection of the functors correspond- 
ing to the formulas rpi - we will confuse such a functor with the pp-type that defines it, 
in particular, calling such a functor a “pp-type”. 
In the proof below and elsewhere we refer to a “free realisation” of a possibly infinite 
conjunction of pp-formulas, that is, of a pp-type. In the case of a single pp-formula 
cp we mean a pair (M, E) where M is a finitely presented module, 5 is in M and pp”(a) is 
equivalent (modulo the theory of all modules) to cp. Such a pair exists and has the 
universal property that if N is any module and if C is in N and NI=cp(?) then there is 
a morphism from M to N taking ti to C (see [8]). In the case of an infinite conjunction 
p of pp-formulas it is this universal property that we require: thus afree realisation of 
p is a pair (M, Z) such that if N is any module and if C is in N and N+p(C) then there is 
a morphism from M to N taking 5 to C. Given p in n free variables such a free 
realisation may be obtained as the pushout of the collection of morphisms 
(R”, e))- (M, a) where (M, a) runs over free realisations of the finite parts of p and 
where 2 denotes a free set of generators of R”. 
Theorem 3.1. Given a property P of left R-modules, DP depends only on the set 
pp(P) = {pp”(a):aEP(M), M in R-Mod}, namely DP = /&eppCPI~mSpD~. ZfP is of 
the form Ciwj qij then DP = Mi&D~ij. 
Therefore, the closed properties of left R-modules are exactly those of the form 
/& Cj Cpij where the qij are arbitrary pp-formulas for right R-modules. 
Proof. If b E DP(N) then, for every p E pp(P), choose some M and a E P(M) such that 
pp”(a) = p. Then b@a = 0. Hence b E Dq(N) for some cp E p, and hence b E CqEp Dq 
(for each p E pp(P))). This proves DP E /&,eptipj cqp., Dq 
Conversely, if b E /x\psptip, C VpepDq, let a be an arbitrary element of P(M) and let 
pp”(a)Epp(P). Then there is cp epp”(a) such that b ED~(N). Therefore b@a = 0, 
and b EDP. 
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TO compute the dual of C iNj Cpij we note first that 
by linearity of Q. Thus it remains to show that DP’ = Cj Dqj, where P’ is the property 
/&.q? Let p be the pp-type generated by the cpj Taking a free realisation we see 
thaf p belongs to pp(P’) and in fact is the smallest member, whence 
DP’ = C’pEp Do = Cj D~j. 0 
The next proposition shows how to compute the duals of closed properties if we 
know how to compute the duals of pp-formulas. Note that we say that X is “below” Y, 
where X, Y are possibly infinitary pp-formulas, to mean that in every module the 
subgroup defined by X is contained in that defined by Y(that is, the functor defined by 
X is a subfunctor of that defined by Y). 
Proposition 3.2. Assume, for notational simplicity, that for every iel the family of all 
qij (jE Ji) is closed under finite sums and that P is de$ned by Ni Cj Cpij. Then 
Dq ,-( ) i ij h w ere F is the set of maps f: I + ui Ji such that f (i) E Ji for 
Proof. Set qf = mi qif(i) for every f E 9. We first show pp(P) = ufCspp(qf). For the 
non-trivial inclusion suppose that p is a pp-type below ,f& cj ail Then for each i, p is 
below Cj Cpij. Therefore, if b is a free realisation of p then b satisfies cpij for some j = j(i) 
and hence, by freeness, p is below qijci). Therefore, p is below /J&cpijCi, - which is 
a pp-type below /& Cj cpij, as desired. Thus 
lJ&+V?C(PEPD~ = nrjf.,fipEpp@iCBEDD@ 
hence DP = fifeF Dqs by Theorem 3.1. Again by Theorem 3.1, Dqs = ci’pifCiF 0 
The following example shows that in general Ns.s CiD~i/(i) is not equivalent to 
Ci/n,D~ij and so, by Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, formulas of the form 
xi nc\, Dqij need not be closed. 
Example. Let Dqij(X) be the formula “ij 1 X” (i = 2,3; j = 1,2, . . . ). Then Ci~j D~ij 
defines 0 in the abelian group Z, whereas Mf,~~i D~ifci, defines the whole group. 
4. Duality for infinitary theories 
How might we use the duality of closed infinitary formulas P to obtain a notion of 
duality for certain infinitary theories ? For theories T axiomatised by sentences 
(P: Q) = n the idea would be to axiomatise “DT” by the “dual” sentences 
(DQ: DP) = n. We will usually restrict even further to those which are closed under 
products, that is, to those which are axiomatisable by statements of the form 
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Vx(P(x) + Q(x)), where P and Q are closed infinitary formulas, since the main 
examples are of this kind and since removal of this extra assumption normally does 
not involve new ideas. But the problem then is to show that this dual is consistent and 
independent of the chosen axiomatisation. In fact, it is not, even for those axiomatised 
by symmetric sentences (see Theorem 4.1 for these). 
The guiding examples of such infinitary theories are the theory of absolutely pure 
right R-modules, axiomatised (see [9, 1.31) by 
vx (X.&R) = 0 + Dq(x)) 
(cp a pp-formula for left modules), and the theory of flat left R-modules, axiomatised 
(see [8, 14.91) by 
where we use “SIX” to abbreviate the (possibly infinitary) formula xseS &x) (which, 
recall, means (csss cpJ(x)) where cps(x) is 3ysy = x. For notational simplicity we 
denote the right-hand version of this formula also by Six. 
Note that the first involves a possibly infinite conjunction and that the second may 
involve an infinite sum. The converse inclusions are, clearly, true in every module. 
The axioms are, in the above precise sense, dual to each other, which for the 
elementary case (i.e., for right coherent rings) was first observed by Herzog [S]. But it 
is not clear which infinitary sentences true in all flat (resp. absolutely pure) left 
R-modules have a dual which is true in all absolutely pure (resp. flat) right R-modules, 
cf. Section 4.4. 
Other algebraically interesting examples include the following. 
Given a right ideal I of R, we have the notion of an I-torsionfree right module- 
namely one which satisfies the sentence Vx (x.Z = 0 --f x = 0). Dual to this is the notion 
of an Z-divisible left module - one which satisfies the dual sentence Vx (x = x + Zlx). 
If, say, R is a domain and we let Z range over all non-zero ideals then we obtain the 
dual notions of torsionfree and divisible. 
For another example suppose, for simplicity, that R is a left noetherian ring. Then 
we have the notion of a torsion left module - that is, one which satisfies the sentence 
Vx (x = x -+ &(Zx = 0)) where the sum ranges over all regular left ideals of R. Then 
the dual notion is that axiomatised by Vx(nc\, Zlx + x = 0) - namely that of 
a reduced module. 
4.1. A reduction 
We concentrate on theories axiomatised by sentences of the form Vx (P(x) + Q(x)), 
where P and Q are closed infinitary formulas. The dual of such a sentence we define to 
be Vx @Q(x) + LIP(x)), which is again of this form. Moreover, if we dualise once more 
then we recover the original sentence, by Theorem 3.1. We have the following 
reduction. 
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Theorem 4.1. Every theory axiomatised by sentences of the form Vx (P(x) -+ Q(X)), 
where P and Q are closed infinitaryformulas, can be axiomatised by sentences of theform 
vx(Mi~i(x)+Cj$j(x)). w e re er f t o sentences of this special form as symmetric 
sentences. 
Proof. We show how to replace an axiom Vx (P(x) + Q(x)) by axioms of the simpler 
form. Clearly we can shift the infinite conjunction in Q outside the sentence. Thus we 
are reduced to the case where Q already has the form cj $Y We can assume that P has 
the form NiCjcpij, where for each i the qoij are closed under + . But then P is 
equivalent to Mi Wj qij, hence to W,,, /‘& cpifci, where 9 is, as before, the set of 
all mapsf:Z+ Fiji such thatf(i)EJi. 
We pull the disjunction outside the sentence, where it becomes an infinite conjunc- 
tion. 0 
Observe that the dual of a symmetric sentence is again a symmetric sentence and 
also that the axioms for absolutely pure and flat modules are symmetric. 
4.2. The character module 
Let M be a left R-module and C = a/Z. The character dual of M regarded as an 
abelian structure is, by Remark 1.8, an abelian structure which corresponds to a right 
R-module M*. It is not hard to see that M* is exactly the usual character module 
defined on Hom,(M, C) by setting fr(m) = f(rm) for all fe M* and me M. 
Note that most of what we are doing works for M* = HomS(M, C) if M is an 
(R,S)-bimodule and C is an injective cogenerator in Mod-S. 
Lemma 4.2. For M a module and cp a pp-formula we have (q(M))’ = Dq(M*) and 
q(M) = (Dq(M*))‘. Also for infinitary formulas of the form Q = Cj*j, we have 
(Q(M))’ = DQ(M*). But for formulas P = /&vi, we have only (P(M))’ 2 DP(M*). 
Proof. The first statement is a special case of Lemma 1.5. Another proof is in [13]. 
The second statement now follows easily from Theorem 3.1: 
(Cj$j(M))’ = ni($j(M)‘) = njD$j(M*) = D(CjIclj)(M*). 
The third inclusion is a trivial consequence of the first statement and Theorem 3.1. 
An example showing that the inclusion may be strict is as follows. Let M be the direct 
sum of infinitely many copies of the Z-module Z and let Cpi(X) be the formula ilx. 
Setting P to be the conjunction of these formulas, we have P(M) = 0 and hence 
(P(M))’ = M* = (CJ/Z)w. On the other hand DP defines the torsion submodule of M*, 
which is easily seen to be a proper submodule. 0 
We would like to have an infinitary version of Proposition 1.6, i.e., that also for 
infinitary theories T, M* is a model of DT iff M is a model of T. In certain cases this is 
so, in others it is not, as the next two theorems will show. 
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Generalising the flat/absolutely pure situation, let us say that a sentence is of type F, 
respectively of type A, if it has the form Vx (q(x) ---f Cj rl/j(x)), respectively the dual form 
Vx (wj Iclj(x) + q(x)), where cp, $j are pp-formulas. Clearly the class of flat modules is 
axiomatised by sentences of type F and the class of absolutely pure modules by 
sentences of type A. Elementary sentences of the form Vx (q(x) -+ $(x)) are, of course, 
of each type. 
We will need the well-known fact that for any module M, M* is pure - injective. For 
let p = {$i(x -fi)} be a pp-type finitely satisfied in M*. We can write Il/i(M*) = (Ai)’ 
for certain subgroups Ai of M (take Ai = D~i(M)). Then the family (5 + (Ai)‘} has the 
finite intersection property. This means that for any finite set s of indices there is an 
element gs in M* which agrees withfi on Ai for every i in s. That allows us to define g in 
M* which agrees withfi on Ai for every i (define g first on CA,). Then g realises p. 
Theorem 4.3. (1) A sentence of type F is true in M if and only if the dual statement is 
true in M*. This implies the theorem of Lambek that M isflat ifsM* is absolutely pure 
(and in fact injective). 
(2) A sentence of type A is true in M tfits dual is true in M*. Hence M is absolutely 
pure whenever M* is flat [ 111. 
Proof. (1) Clearly VX(~(X) + Cj*j(x)) is true in M iff (&$j(M))’ c q(M)*, hence, 
by Lemma 4.2, iff o(cjIC/j)(M*) E &(M*). The second statement follows from the 
characterisation of absolute purity and flatness given before (while the statement in 
parentheses then follows from the remark before the theorem). 
(2) If the dual of a sentence CI of type A is true in M* then (1) implies that a is true in 
M**. Since M is a pure submodule of M **, this implies that a is also true in M. 0 
The converse of (2) is not true, as the following theorem of Wiirfel (which we give 
a simple proof) shows. 
Theorem 4.4 [ll]. R is left coherent iff M* is flat for every absolutely pure left 
R-module M. 
Proof. It is known [S, 14.161 that R is left coherent iff cp(R,) is a finitely generated left 
ideal for all right pp-formulas cp. 
Assume first that R is left coherent. Let M be absolutely pure and cp a right 
pp-formula. Since cp(R,) is a left ideal finitely generated by, say, rl, . . , rn, the formula 
cp(R,).x = O-which defines, by absolute purity, &I(M) in M-is a (finitary) pp- 
formula whose dual is q(RR)Ix. Hence 
cp(M*) = (Dq(M))’ = (ann,cp(R,))’ = (ni ann,gi)’ 
= &(annMri)’ = ‘J$M*ri = M*(p(R,). 
Consequently, M* is flat. 
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For the other direction assume that cp(R,) is not finitely generated. For each finite 
subset s of cp(R,) choose a left module M, such that ann,,cp(R,) is properly contained 
in annMSS. Then pick fS E (MS)* annihilating annMScp(RR) but not ann,,S. 
Let M be the direct sum of all the M, andfthat of all thef,. Choose any absolutely 
pure extension N of M. Using the injectivity of C we can extendfvia ann,cp(R,) + M 
to some g in IV* which still annihilates ann,cp(RR) = &Y(N). Hence g E cp(N*). Finally 
we verify that g is not divisible by C&R,). Indeed, if it were, then it would be divisible by 
some finite subset s and would therefore annihilate arm,+, contradicting the choice 
of g. q 
4.3. Duality between A- and F-sentences 
Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 showed the extent to which sentences of type A and F dualise 
between M and M*. Next we investigate how implications between such formulas 
dualise in the context of all modules over a given ring. As usual, we write T + T’ if 
every module that satisfies T satisfies T’ where T, T’ are possibly infinitary theories (or 
sentences) of modules. 
We begin with an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3. 
Lemma 4.5. If a set T of sentences of type A implies a sentence c1 of type A or F, then the 
dual theory DT implies Dol. The converse does not hold even for T consisting of a single 
A-sentence and a an elementary statement (even if the ring is the ring of integers). 
Proof. If M is a model of DT, then, by Theorem 4.3, M* is a model of T. Hence c( is 
true in M*, which in turn implies that Da is true in M. This proves the first assertion. 
For the second, consider the ring of the integers. Let a be Vx(x = x + 21x) and let 
T consist of the A-sentence Vx (/& 3’1 x + 21x). Clearly we have DT+Dol - which is 
just Vx (2x = 0 -+ C 3’x = 0) I= Vx (2x = 0 -+ x = 0) ~ whereas the integers themselves 
show that we certainly do not have TI= a. 0 
This indicates that we have to restrict to rather particular kinds of theories T and 
sentences M (or rings R) if we want to continue our search for certain converses to this 
lemma. 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that R is countable and let T be the single A-sentence 
Vx (/& 9itx) --f dx)). Let M be any elementary sentence. Suppose that the type 
Dp = Dq(x) A 1 C D~i(x) corresponding to the dual, VX (DC”(X) + C D~i(x)), of T, is 
complete (modulo the theory of all modules). Then T + CY ifs DT + Da. 
More generally, the conclusion remains true tf we assume only that, whenever Dp has 
an isolated extension relative to some complete$rst-order theory S extending T,, then 
Dp itself is isolated in S. 
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Proof. For the direction in the first part that does not follow from Lemma 4.5, assume 
that N is a model of the A-sentence T. That is, N omits p = { qi}i u (1 cp} which is, 
note, a complete type. Let S = Th(N) ~ the first-order theory of N - and consider 
the dual theory DS. Since Dp is complete and non-isolated (if Dp were isolated then, by 
elementary duality, so would be p - contrary to assumption) and R is countable there 
is, by the omitting types theorem, a model of DS which omits Dp. By assumption such 
a model satisfies Da. Therefore Da is in DS and hence CI is in S and so N +a (which is 
true for every model of S, whether or not it omits the type p). 
For the more general statement, suppose, as before that N is a model of T and thus 
omits the, possibly incomplete, type p. It suffices (as before) to show that DS, 
S = Th(N), has a model which omits Dp. For this it will be enough, by the omitting 
types theorem, to show that the set of completions of Dp is meagre - in fact, nowhere 
dense - in the space of all types relative to the theory DS. That is, every open set 
should contain an open subset which contains no completion of Dp. 
It is enough to consider basic open sets - that is, those of the form ($ A A,1 $,J 
(where (b) denotes the set of all complete types which imply the sentence p). 
Note also that we may suppose that S, and hence DS, is closed under products since 
NKO omits p (by the form of p). 
Given the open set 0 = ($ A A,7 Ic/ ), k w ere we may suppose ijk < $ for each k, we h 
must show that there is a non-empty open subset of 0 which contains no extension of 
Dp. We may as well assume that Dp is non-isolated - that is, that the directed set of 
formulas Dq, has no greatest element (for otherwise p would be isolated). 
Case 1: $ is not contained in Dq + t,bk for any k. Then consider the open set 
A,($ A l(($ A Drp) + i+U). B y modularity ($ A Dq) + $k = II/ A (Dq + t+bk) so, by as- 
sumption, this open subset of 0 is non-empty. Any extension of Dp in it would imply, 
on the one hand, $ A Dq and, on the other hand, 1 (($ A Dq) + tik) - contradiction. 
Therefore, this open set is as required. 
Case 2: There is some i such that for each k, $ A Dq, is not contained in lclk. Then, 
since DS is closed under products, Neumann’s Lemma implies that $ A Dq, is not 
contained in Vk ijk. Therefore, the open set ($ A Dqni A A,1 $,J is non-empty and is 
a subset of 0 and, since any type in it implies D~i, contains no extension of p. 
Case 3: Otherwise, consider the open set ($ A D~I A A,1 tik). If this were empty 
then, by Neumann’s Lemma, $ A Dq, would be contained in tjk for some k. But then, 
since we are outside Case 1, we would have $ = $ A (Dq + $k) = ($ A Dq) + $k (by 
modularity) i lc/k - contradiction. Therefore, this set is a non-empty open subset of 
0. We claim that for each i, $ A Dq A A,1 t,bk implies 1 D~i. For, since we are outside 
Case 2, there is, for each i, some k such that $ A Dqi I tik - as required. Therefore, 
every type in this open set is an extension of Dp ~ contrary to the assumption that Dp 
has no isolated extensions. 0 
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The following example communicated to us by Anand Pillay (for another purpose) 
shows that we cannot in general replace the elementary statement a in the preceding 
result by an arbitrary A-sentence (not even if the ring is commutative). 
Example. Let R = Z,[X], where Z4 is Z/4Z. Consider the R-modules A = Z$‘) and 
U = &, where X acts identically on U and “by shift to the right” on A. Let N be the 
direct sum of A and U. Choose b in U\2U and set a = 2b. It can be shown that in the 
theory of N the lattice of pp-formulas in one free variable is generated by those of the 
form 21x and X’lx and that there is an elementary submodel M of N containing a, but 
not realising the type of b (cf. [7] for the details). Then in M the formula 
Ni X’~X ~ 21~ holds but 21~ A Ni Xi1 x + x = 0 does not. Nevertheless, we have 
2x=O-+~X’x=O k x = x + 3x’(2(x - x’) = 0 A Xxix’ = 0) 
in any R-module. For if b is an arbitrary element in any R-module M satisfying 
2x = 0 + ~X’X = 0, then 212b, whence we get some Xi annihilating 2b. But then 
2X’b = 0 and so there is also some Xj annihilating X’b (thus, we even that 
2M I xiann,Xi implies M I xiann,X’). 
An apparently very simple instance of the above is the following. 
Problem. Let S be a subset of a ring R. If there is a non-zero right R-module M with 
annM S = 0, is there a non-zero left R-module N such that N = csss sN? 
Notice, this problem has the form 
Does D rl= Da imply T I= M ? 
for T the single A-sentence Vx (xS = 0 + x = 0) and a, the elementary (self-dual) 
sentence Vx (x = x + x = 0). In contrast to the general situation dealt with in Lemma 
4.5, the answer is positive for commutative rings R. 
Proposition 4.7. Suppose that R is commutative and let S be subset of R. If the only left 
R-module satisfying Vx (x = x + SIX) is the zero module then the only right R-module 
satisfying Vx (xS = 0 -+ x = 0) is the zero module. 
Proof. Let S be a subset of R and M a non-zero right R-module with ann,S = 0. 
Choose a non-zero element a in M. Then there is s1 ES such that as1 # 0. Repeating 
this process we arrive at an infinite sequence sl, s2, sj, . . . of elements from S such that 
the product asIs ... s, # 0 for all n. Then slsZ ... s, # 0 for all n. Therefore, the set of 
formulas 
Xl zo, Xl = Sl%, X1 = S2X3, ... 
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is finitely satisfiable in R. By compactness there is a left R-module N’ containing 
elements bl, ba, b3 . . . satisfying the above formulas. In the submodule N generated by 
the bt every element is divisible by some sj. 0 
4.4. Duality between flat and absolutely pure modules 
Returning to the duality between flat and absolutely pure modules we state the 
following instances of Lemma 4.5. 
Corollary 4.8. (1) If T is a set of sentences of type A which axiomatises the class of all 
absolutely pure left R-modules, then DT axiomatises the class of allflat right R-modules. 
(2) If the class of all absolutely pure left R-modules is axiomatisable by afmite set of 
sentences of type A then the class of all flat right R-modules is axiomatisable by a finite 
set of sentences of type F. 
(3) [l I] If all absolutely pure left R-modules arejut then alljut right R-modules are 
absolutely pure. 0 
Problem. Are the converses also true? 
In the case of (3), the answer to this question is positive if the ring is left coherent as 
follows quickly from Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 and Corollary 4.8(3). 
The answer is also positive if the hypothesis is strengthened to “flat = absolutely 
pure” on any one side of the ring. For if we have this on the right then the ring has to 
be left coherent since any product of flat right modules will be flat. This is a result of 
Sabbagh [lo]. 
Elementary duality also yields the following theorem of Jensen and Vamos [6]. 
The class of all absolutely pure left R-modules is axiomatisable by a finite set of 
elementary sentences ifs the class of all flat right R-modules is axiomatisable by a finite 
set of elementary sentences (modulo the corresponding theories of all R-modules). 
In the case of absolutely pure and flat modules we can improve on Lemma 4.5. 
Theorem 4.9. (1) If a symmetric sentence VX (Mi qi(x) -+ Cjll/j(x)) is true in all abso- 
lutely pure left R-modules then its dual, Vx(nr\j D*j(X) + CiD~i(x)), is true in all pat 
right R-modules. 
(2) A sentence of type A is true in all absolutely pure left R-modules iff the dual 
sentence is true in allflat right R-modules (infact, it sufices that the dual sentence is true 
in RR). 
For the proof we need the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.10. A symmetric sentence VX (/x\i qi(X) -+ Cjlc/j(X)) is true in all absolutely 
pure left R-modules ifSfor a finite sum $ of some of the $t we have that 
vx (wi c~i(x) + Dti(R,)x = 0) 
is true in all left R-modules so, in particular, Vx (Mi vi(x) + $(x)) holds in all absolutely 
pure ones. 
Proof. One direction is clear: in absolutely pure modules D$(RR)x = 0 implies $(x), 
which in turn implies Cjll/j(x). 
For the converse let a EM satisfy all ‘pi. Choose an absolutely pure extension N of 
M. Then a is in the sum of the $j(N) and therefore in some such $(N). This always 
implies D$(R,)a = 0. By compactness one $ suffices for all M. In fact a tj for which 
D$(R,) annihilates a free realisation of /& Cpi will do. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.9. (1) If Vx (/&i vi(X) + Cj$j( x )) is rue in all absolutely pure left t 
R-modules choose $ as in the last lemma. Then Vx (hi Cpi(x) + $(x)) is true in all 
absolutely pure left R-modules. But this is a sentence of type A, hence the dual 
Vx (0$(x) + CiD~i(x)) is true in all flat modules. But of course D+(x) is implied by 
J/j Wj(X). 
(2) If Vx(D$(x) -+ cjDqj(x)) is true in all flat modules, it is true in RR. This implies 
that Vx ((CjD~j(RR)).x = 0 -+ D$(RR)x = 0) is true in all left modules. But for abso- 
lutely pure left modules this is equivalent to Vx (nr\iCpi(x) + $(x)). 0 
Note that the converse of Corollary 4.8(3) would be true if the converse of Theorem 
4.9(l) held for F-sentences. But this is not the case, as the following example shows. 
Proposition 4.11. There is a commutative ring R with an ideal B such that the A- 
sentence Vx(Bx = O+ x = 0) is true in all flat R-modules, whilst its dual 
Vx (x = x --f Blx) does not hold in every absolutely pure one. 
Proof. Let K be a field. 
R = KCXi, YiXiYj = O(i <j), X;Yj = Yj(i >j)Iizo,,, 
and B the ideal generated by the Xi. 
Claim. (1) annRB = 0. 
(2) anna s # 0 for every finite subset s of B. 
(3) If X0 is contained in an annihilator A of a finite set, then A + B = R. 
Proof of claim. First we note that every element of R can be uniquely written as 
p(XO,Xi, . ..) + CkiY1’, 
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where p(XO, X,, . . . ) is a polynomial over K and the coefficients ki are elements from 
K. From this it is easily seen that ann,Xi is the ideal generated by { Yj: i < j).This 
proves (1) and (2). 
For (3) let s be a finite subset of R and X0 E annRs = A. Then s is contained in the 
ideal generated by Y,,, Yr, . . . , Y, for some n. Since (1 - Xi)Yj = 0 for all i 2 j, 1 - X, 
is in A. Hence A + B = R. 
Note that (3) implies (1). 
Next we see that Vx (x = x -+ BJx) does not hold in every absolutely pure R-module. 
For if this were the case then, by Lemma 4.10, there would be a finite subset s of B such 
that Vx (x = x -+ (ann,s)x = 0). By (2) of the claim this sentence is not true in the 
module R. 
Now, setting b = X0, the proposition follows from the next lemma. 
Lemma 4.12. Let R be a (not necessarily commutative) ring containing a left ideal B and 
an element b E B such that ifb is contained in a left annihilator A of ajinite subset of R, 
then A + B = R. Then the annihilator of B is 0 in every Jlat left R-module. 
Proof. Let M be a flat module and m in M such that Bm = 0. We have to show that 
m = 0. As bm = 0 and M is flat, we can write m = xsimi, where si E R with bsi = 0 and 
mi E M. Let A be the annihilator of the Si. Now if 1 = a + b’, where a E A and b’ E B, we 
have m = axsimi + b’m = 0. 0 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
Notice that our example also shows that the dual of Lemma 4.10 does not hold. For 
the sentence Vx (Bx = 0 -+ x = 0) is true in all flat left R-modules, but for no finite 
subset B0 of B does Vx (B,x = 0 + x = 0) hold in all flat left R-modules. 
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